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SellOut
by Anthony Lucca
A lonely figure trudged down the rainsoaked streets of Prague, its defiant stride through the puddles
betraying a dark sense of purpose. The reflection of the street lights in the newly fallen rain gave the old brick walls
surrounding him an eerie yellowish glow. Occasionally, a car would rocket past over the cobblestones, launching an
orange spray into the dank night air, but for the most part, it was dead quiet, outside of the figure’s determined
footsteps. Four a.m. on a Wednesday.
He would occasionally stop and survey his surroundings for a moment or two, just to make sure no one was
watching, before pushing onward. His countenance was that of a funerary mask, but the solicitousness of his gaze
was evident nonetheless, deep within the caverns of his eyes, try as he might to hide it under long wet hair, damp
black hood, and a menacing glare. He had convinced himself of the necessity of his mission through weeks of grim
meditation, but some small sparks of selfdoubt remained back the obsidian wall of his thoughts. One final mental
reconciliation of the frenzied storm of occurrences that driven him, inexorably, to this point, was necessary if he was
to be successful, here at the end of all things.
And so, with an agitated mental sigh, he parted the gray mists of time, sending his mind hurtling backward to
a simpler, better age, not defined by deadened silence within the rainy shadows, but by lush, exhilarating waves of
sound. Some might have called it music (or possibly even noise), but to him, it was like painting grand, invisible
landscapes on the wind. He molded chords, rhythms, and scales into fantastic sonic sculpture, ever conscious of the
artistry of his endeavor. He spurned the shallow, financialminded children’s songs of the popular media, preferring to
follow the bloodstained trails of the Dionysian Maenads in lieu of the stolid Apollonianism of the Muses.
As the months passed and turned into years, he amassed a collection of myriad compact discs, the
debauchery and gore of the associated subculture’s paraphernalia adorning his room like a Satanic inversion of an
IKEA ad. He lived and breathed death metal, black metal, and grindcore; subsisting not on the food and drink of
mere mortals, but on the decadent ambrosia of chromatic dissonance and pounding blastbeats. Some sought to
draw him out of his morbid cocoon (mistaking their deeply ingrained repulsion for altruism), but they eventually
abandoned their efforts in the face of his dedication to the obscure and grotesque. Others were wholly driven away
by this deathly metamorphosis, but the resultant isolation only drove him deeper into his gleeful insanity.
Eventually, he did find himself in want of companionship. Though he worked hard through many dark nights
mastering his chosen sixstringed instrument, he could never manage to replicate the desultory wails of a van
Drunen, the gutwrenching vocal puke of a Tardy, the anguished shriek of a Vikernes, the animalistic croak of a
Fudali, the bellicose bellows of a Greenway, or the subterranean reverberations of a Mullen. He needed that all
important vocal element to give voice to his lyrical paeans to the abyss. He also needed a drummer, coguitarist, and
record label, but for the right amount of investment capital (which mattered comparatively little to him anyway), those
could easily be obtained. What he needed was an emissary to proclaim the arrival of his demonic art.
He slogged it out for a few months in different bands, playing the trite melodies of others in seedy bars and
unlicensed venues whilst crafting his meisterwerke. Under cover of Night and Fog, he wrote reams of sinister lyrical
screeds and filled countless portable USB devices with his hymns to the unknowable wilderness. By day, he
performed menial tasks for the cheerfully oblivious, utilizing the paltry rewards of his wage slavery to create a small
but evergrowing sink fund. Drawing upon these illgotten gains, he purchased ever more expensive and powerful
pieces of recording equipment, various and sundry effect pedals and amps, and (on a few special occasions) new
instruments with which to conjure his musical darkness. Oh, he put aside enough cash for the bare essentials of
food, rent, and utilities (how disgustingly human…), but his was a harsh, Spartan existence byandlarge; he cared
only for his art, and for keeping himself alive long enough to unleash it upon an unsuspecting world.
The ghastly revenants of the past shrieked by more swiftly now. He was closer to the present time, but still
far from where he needed to be. He stopped for a second to gaze down at his reflection in a puddle. The euphonious
clamor of water rushing into a sewer grate filled his ears. Stream rose from the ancient manholes dotting the
landscape, blending with the fog of memory…
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Trains don’t enjoy the winter. Under normal conditions, they creak, groan, rattle, and generally protest their
lot in life, slated by fate and the uncaring hands of their creators to bear thankless crowds of people toandfro over
the same stretch of land until at last they collapse under the strain or are made obsolete by innovations in
locomotion, at which point they are sent to rot in unsightly metal graveyards, their only epitaph being obscene
screeds scrawled on the sides of their rusting carcasses. And yet, despite their (fully warranted) loud complaints,
they generally go about their jobs surprisingly dutifully, given the circumstances.
But in the winter, that slight exacerbation of their normal level of discomfort brought on by the chilly
dampness and icy rails results in an annual explosion of inefficiency. Doors have trouble opening and closing, the
lights flicker, and they generally set out to make a nuisance of themselves: always picking the wettest and coldest
days to show up late.
That longforgotten December afternoon typified the situation. The train had necessarily broken down, but it
required just that much more coaxing from the beleaguered driver to make it down that interminable succession of
stops along the D Line. As it finally rolled into the Englewood station, the lights flickered a little bit, and an acrid
burntelectronic odor emitting from the ceiling portended ill for the midday passengers, but the train hadn’t given up
so far. Most of the riders only needed to get about as far as Colfax and Ninth; after that, the train could noisily shuffle
off this mortal coil without inconveniencing a terribly large number of people.
It was into this contradictorily cautious and nonchalant atmosphere that a singular figure stepped, squeezing
sideways through the automatic doors that only sort of felt like opening. What would have been an undignified
comedy routine in most cases was hushed up by the man’s grim countenance and monochromatic wardrobe
decisions, the only splashes of color came from the blond roots of his dyedblack hair and the formidable array of
patches sown to his black denim vest by the caring but disconcerted hands of a girlfriend, wife, sister, or mother.
He trudged down the aisle, a monument to poor posture, with his hands thrust firmly into the pockets of his
vest. He was taking special care not to look directly at any of the motley assortment of human beings that he was
forced to share his commute with, when a similarly antisocially attired individual caught his eye. This one had
managed to secure a seat, and was currently lost in the alternate existence between his headphones. The walker
slumped down in the seat directly across from the sitter, and they began to discuss that most misunderstood of art
forms which held such an indescribable sway over their livelihoods.
The initial prominent topic of conversation was their shared admiration for a deathly cadre of former
expatriates now making their living in Seattle: the littlerecognized and barely understood band Inquisition. Where
others heard an unorthodox and offputting (if not downright laughable) vocal style coupled with repetitive lofi guitar
work and inauspiciously rolling drum fills, they heard cosmic mantras to the abyss. Though they discussed at great
length how unfortunate it was that this particular musical ensemble was so underrated by the masses, they both
secretly reveled in their obscurity. Owning, regularly listening to, and, most importantly, comprehending something
entitled Nefarious Dismal Orations or Ominous Doctrines of the Perpetual Mystical Macrocosm put you among the
elite few. You were one of the only people in on it, and from that sprang an inexorable fount of musical elitism.
Such was the case with these two individuals. The conversation then turned to the recent cancellation of the
upcoming Dark Funeral show, for which Inquisition would have been the opening act. The cancellation itself was
disappointing, but more irritating still was the fact that Dark Funeral (a comparatively mainstream band with major
label backing) hadn’t cancelled their following tour, on which they would be embarking on the rather gimmicky
sojourn of a two day cruise ship voyage through the ports of Europe.
“I can’t believe this Hot Topic bullshit,” said the one. “This is probably the only time Inquisition was ever
going to come to Denver, and dumbass Mikael Svanberg and his Dork Funeral buddies had to go and cancel the
whole thing. Typical corporate assholes.”
The other nodded in agreement. “Dark Funeral haven’t been worth listening to since Dave Parland left, and
that was what, ten years ago? Dark Funeral aren’t any different than Cradle of Filth or Dimmu Borgir or any of those
other circus metal acts; they’re just in it for the money.”
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Something flashed in the first one’s eyes as he recognized their deeper ideological kinship. “They might
wear paint, spikes and leather, and sing about Satan, but when you really pay attention to the music and the
attitude, they’re just another dumb rock band masquerading as black metal.”
“At least Masse Broberg got out while the getting was good. Maybe he’ll rejoin Hypocrisy and stop them
from sucking.” This last jest elicited a chuckle from his newfound companion, which impressed him. You had to
really be deep in the underground to get that joke.
It was a good thing that the train was behaving poorly that day, as it gave the pair a chance to expound
upon these sentiments. They pontificated at great length about their massive music collections, and they brutally
slagged off those that they deemed to be poseurs, but more importantly, they initiated a clandestine ritual of heavy
metal oneupmanship, not so much to make the other look bad, but to gauge the new acquaintance’s commitment
to the lifestyle. It was a ritual as old as mankind, or at least the ‘80s.
The train continued its inexorable march, transitioning from the staid suburban pseudopastoralism of the
line’s south end through a wasteland of strip malls and roadside nothingness culminating in the postservicebased
economy industrial decay of the city’s southern border. By the time they reached Colfax, the two companions had
exchanged cell phone numbers, emails, and general contact information. Their advance towards their college
education was momentarily halted by the noisy passing of the train: you had to get off quick, or the train would move
through the crossing before you could. It didn’t really bother either of them.
“I’m so sick of all these trends that bands keep latching on to. Way back at the beginning of the zerozeros,
it was all about playing faster and more technical than everybody else. Everyone was trying to be the next
Necrophagist, and it sucked,” postulated the one who had gotten on at the Englewood station.
“Yeah, but the backlash trend against that music has turned out even worse. It was really cool, back when
Necroharmonic released the old Gorement demos and Disma put out that demo tape, but all of a sudden, all the
dumb kids caught on, went out and bought that overrated Repugnant album, and now we’re drowning in clones of
Entombed and Dismember. They try to pretend like it’s 1992 again, but these dorks weren’t even born in the ‘80s,”
countered the one who had come from farther south.
The first speaker made an exaggerated “pffft” noise through pursed lips. “I wish they were all Entombed
clones. Nowadays, everybody’s moved on to trying to be the next Demilich or taking riffs from Onward to Golgotha
and playing them backwards.” The second nodded in agreement.
“I keep joining all of these bands that end up being full of lame trendies looking for a good excuse to get
drunk. It’s starting to get on my nerves.”
“You play guitar?”
“Yeah. How about you?”
“Me, I just do vocals. Kind of Lord Worm, early Cryptopsy style, but a bit more guttural.”
“Really…”
“Do you support planned parenthood?”
The two looked up to see a political canvasser holding a white binder waving to them from the library steps,
her genial smile and unblinking mannequin eyes a stark contrast to the gloom and doom they projected. The one
from farther south on the D line focused his gaze on the concrete mumbled something along the lines of “I have to
get to class,” before hurriedly advancing past, but his new best friend had made the egregious mistake of
maintaining eye contact with the ideological salesperson. They would have to continue this later, thought the one
who had been lucky enough to avoid the snare.

SellOut by Anthony Lucca is continued on page 16
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HALLOWEEN TRIPTYCH
by David Francis

I. Northern City Limits
There was an old lady and a very old lady sitting in a semicircle booth, the very old lady on the
end of the seat beside her walker on the diamondonsquaredesign carpet of the twentyfour
hour diner. The carpet, maybe six months old, was of two shades of green and two of beige and
so flat it fitted into the plastic floor of the lobby from where, in rank imitation of swankier
restaurants, the customer was led. Currently, steely lateOctober light showed up hundreds of
suspect granules on the surface of the false tiles, which somehow darkened and made more
effective the Halloween witch pasted on the front door. Invigorating light, but the dayold cold
front always brought on sniffles and viruses: the old lady intermittently sneezed. In the
neighboring booth a girl of eight or nine had the croup, reminding one that childhood has its
systemic vulnerabilities.
Before the absolutist sneezing paroxysm, a waitress came over and babytalked in the third
person. “Where is she from?”
The old lady when she sneezed would go: “Goodness!” as if she were alarmed by the
force—more alarmed than the witnesses. On the tail of a quickfollowing burst she would utter
something like an oath or an entire catechism. It was hard not to glance at her, as it is hard not
to look up at a fireworks display.
The face of the old lady was of a genre acquainted with in childhood as the brusque stranger, or
the grumpy babysitter who may have been middleaged rather than elderly, or later in junior high
the strict pencilstabbing math teacher with powder on her hardset face, rumored to have lost
her family in a hideous accident from which she escaped, scarred, embittered and unfair, with a
vendetta against her classes until death.
The old lady cried out: “I’m having a sneezing spell!”
Having peaked, the spell abated and, noticing this, the waitress ambled over again.
Outdoing herself, she bent to the very old lady, over the walker barely imprinting the flat carpet,
and said: “Are you happy and content?”
“Are you happy and content?” she repeated.
The old lady, because she was expected to, spoke some words to the victim—echoing more or
less was she happy and content.
“Never!” the very old lady spoke up.
“She’s telling the truth,” the old lady told the waitress.
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II. Lola’s in the Montrose
Next door to the patio of Lola’s bar was a square brick house that was probably rented: a
sycamore with a parasite tree had leaves like hands that cast porchlighted shadows on the
bricks—one of the twin sets of windows had orange Venetian blinds and a shadow of the back
of a chair.
“That’s a nice costume.”
The tall youth in the maroon beret with a white plume glanced aside and said: “It’s just
something I put together myself.”
“Renaissance, isn’t it?”
The tall youth mumbled; he didn’t know. He stalked off in his knee breeches.
Across the street, the crown of a tree was composed of dreadlocks.
A short mournfulfaced girl with long tresses leaned on the outofuse counter wet with bottle
condensation and greasy from the humidity, fingertips, elbows, forearms, palms, fists, and the
noses and brows of the unmasked.
The clocks had been set back. Still, one had to think ahead. The influence of the mournful girl
was gaining. Now sitting on the counter, she turned her face, eclipsed by those tresses the
color of impure honey, unlike that collected by monks.
That lowpitched voice surely didn’t issue from her. On a windy day it might be hard to tell, but
after an hour of fencedin pockets of noise on a humid breezeless night, the unintimate festivity
worn thin, and with three others surrounding her, it seemed impossible to prove without asking.
Propped open, the back door of Lola’s, some few yards away, gave an impression of whiteness
although the inside was ghastlily illumined by black light. One entered, ID checked, by the
fenced gate onto the patio. So the back door was often congested with new arrivals deciding
their game plan.
The closest approach to dance was a series of deep hugs, with the exception of a young
woman who swayed her head to the taped music flowing through the door. She held a shot
glass. Three immobile men encircled her.
One of the girls hanging by the outofuse counter was giving advice, dipping into her purse
from time to time as if that advice was on bits of paper, and talking like a sailor.
The profile of the mournful girl, so patiently sitting and mute, was erect. Her hair went down the
curved back of her sweatshirt like Spanish moss on the new moon.
Next door the orange Venetian blinds had turned grayblack.
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III. Northern City Limits Revisited
A young man sat on a swivel stool with a short cushioned back, alone at a twelveseat counter
divided for access by waitresses. Coincidence it may have been that he was here again,
tonight, with his Bible parted somewhere in the Old Testament and a basket of undercooked
fries just beyond the Book. It was hard to guess his age by his closecropped black hair, his tall
slightly bottomheavy frame (which some have in boyhood and never lose), his indoor
complexion and his concentration—only the imminent curvature of the spine might have dated
him. Reflexively he drew at his coffee mug.
Should you have found yourself alone on a holiday yet wanting to go out, this place—just inside
the northeastern city limits on the interstate with an enormous sign that was a landmark looming
in the distance, dark deep wilderness hemming in the horseshoe parking lot—would
accommodate you more casually than the refurbished popular links of the same chain. The
local clientele—excepting some bachelors who frequented all the coffee shops allowed by their
odometer quota—were peculiar to this unit. Many had the look of backwoods or swamp people.
Walking to your car with this in mind, you may have heard through the night thicket a baying of
one or more hounds and, bedeviled by acoustics, glanced close by as you turned the key in the
lock. Just beyond the next overpass, northbound, visible from the highway, was a clearing
lighted by a shack that often had the door ajar to a view of a cramped room with a TV set, and
had, some years ago, a handpainted wood plaque nailed to a tree that read: Coon Dogs For
Sale. That was exchanged for: Going Out of Business. For the past year no sign at all had
shown to a car slightly exceeding 55. Some years ago the premises appeared on the local
news, raided by vice officers who arrested a halfdozen male visitors, or spectators, and a male
resident for attending, placing bets on, and promoting cockfights.
In this part of the world, on a Saturday night, was sometimes seen a black preacher with his
coffee refills and King James Bible, poring over, talking aloud, his brand new sermon in a booth
conjoined with those of quiet couples and raucous crowds alike. But the curious young white
man reading his Bible at the counter was out on a Tuesday night, which happened to be
Halloween. In neighborhoods of the watchful city, children had trickortreated on their cordoned
streets, and must get up as usual early tomorrow. Just before midnight, he paid his bill, and
vanished into the clouded moonless night.
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Poems by Jim Bennett
tuberculosis hospital
this was where the
tuberculosis hospital stood
it’s doors tight shut
wards sealed
this was the yard
where patients on wheeled beds
where brought into the cold air
to help recovery
bones lie on churned up earth
where patients who died
were buried
their diseases cured
here among broken brick
and twisted metal
a piece of glass shines
as it reflects the sky
recycled poem
I am told recycling is important
so I have recycled
all the words in this poem
every one of them has been used
by me in a poem before
except the word recycled
but I did use it in the title
and a number of times
in this poem
and if I hold the paper
I am writing this on up to the light
then I can read the word recycled
in the watermark
I am told recycling is important
so we should all do our bit
this is mine

A poem about love
I set out to write
a poem about love
thought about you
as I watched you walk
down the page
through four stanzas
you changed seasons twice
your smile once
then let a man
wander round a verse
till he fell from grace
and off the page
it left just us
lightly bound
in a san serif
proportionally spaced text
to end the final stanza
together
9

Rest Stop
by Anthony Fiedler
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The Key Confusion
by Rebecca Rose Taylor
It was late in the day when Gord Taft arrived home from his job at the flooring warehouse. He entered
through the kitchen door, and immediately the smells of a home cooked meal hit him. His heart starting pumping
faster. His hands tightly gripped his set of keys. I must be hungry, I’m losing my mind, he thought, but a glance at the
kitchen table told him he was sane. It was laden with food; there was enough food to feed a large family. There was
a turkey sitting at his place waiting to be carved, cranberry sauce, homemade rolls, several kinds of salads and
vegetables, and a multitude of pies on his counter. There wasn’t a dish in the sink, the stove was off, the dishes
didn’t look familiar. What is going on here? I don’t own a serving dish, there is no way that I could cook all this and
still have the kitchen look this good. The door was locked when I came in, I’ll check the back one. It was locked too,
Gord walked through the rest of the house but everything looked untouched just as he had left it that morning. This
doesn’t make sense, if someone did happen to break into my house, they would have taken something not brought
me a feast that would feed dozens of people. What do I do now? Do I call the police because someone was
obviously here? Will they believe me and realize that I am not some crazy attentionneeding bachelor. The food
smells so good too, but I don’t dare eat it, who knows who made it or why they were here. I’m going for a walk; I’m
going to figure out what to do about this.
Gord strode out of the house and locked the door. His knuckles were white from clenching the keys so
tightly. He stuck the keys in his pockets and walked out onto the sidewalk. He walked around the block and then not
knowing why he ended up outside Claire Post’s door. He knocked and Claire came to the door crying followed by an
older couple.
“Can you come back later, Gord, this isn’t a good time,” sobbed Claire.
“What’s wrong?” asked Gord ignoring Claire’s request for him to go away.
“These are my parents; they brought a feast and were going to be meeting Charles for the first time. They
met me at work, got my car and keys, and then headed here to get the food ready for tonight, and then they headed
back to get me. I drove home and expected to see a beautiful dinner all prepared and what do I find a cold empty
kitchen. Somebody came in and stole my special supper. Charles is going to be here any time with his parents and
we were all going to get to know each other over dinner but now I have no dinner. I’m going to call the police.”
Gord’s facial expression remained indifferent. “Come with me, I want to show you something, you’re going to
like this.”
“Were you not listening to me?” snapped Claire, “my supper was stolen and you want to show me
something.”
“Just come on, don’t argue.”
Claire and her parents followed Gord out of the house and down the driveway and then headed up an
identical driveway to an identical house. Gord let them into the kitchen immediately, the smell of a home cooked
meal greeted them.
“That’s the feast!” exclaimed Mrs. Post.
“I’m calling the police, why did you do it, you thief,” demanded Mr. Post.
“Whoa, hold on a minute,” said Gord struggling to keep a straight face. “Claire, did the set of keys you gave
your parents have my key on it, the one I gave you in case of an emergency?”
“Yes, I keep all my keys together so I don’t lose them.”
“Your parents let themselves into my house not yours,” answered Gord allowing himself to laugh for the first
time since he had first come home to find the feast.
After giving herself a minute to take in the information, Claire laughed about the uncanny situation. “Daddy, you owe
Gord an apology, he didn’t steal your food, you and Mama put it in his house not mine. You never listen to me. I told
you it was the third house from the corner; you know that and my address.”
A few hours later, the dinner party and Gord were finishing the feast, still laughing about the key confusion.
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There Once Was A Dashing Marauder
by G. David Schwartz
There once was a dashing marauder
Who dated the sheriff’s bright daughter
She would entertain him
But then she betrayed him
He then did some time with his father

The Boneyard
by Anthony Arnott
Another copy, printed.
Another envelope.
Another wait.
Another phone rings.
Another train leaves.
Another visitor.
Another visitor badge.
Another room.
Another smile.
Another handshake.
Another kettle boils.
Another awkward silence.
Another question.
Another sip of water.
Another round of smalltalk.
Another train.
Another email.
Another drink.
Another way.
Another form.
Another letter.
Another copy, printed.

Brother introduced me to the music
by Anthony Arnott
Before the capital, he
wrote letters and, before the letters,
he had cut his hair. Before
he had his hair cut, he had let it grow.
He never said much, but what he did say was repeated on a loop.
Before all that,
he introduced me to music.
And, before Brother introduced me to
the music,
he was in the cubs.
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Calling Out
by Debbie Walsh
1.
Calling out the words vibrate dust and clatter down towards where you are –
You shout out and your lightstep cuts through the anxiety of waiting.
What is it?
I need the loo
Looking away I see the heaviness of your commitment driven and etched in veins set firm within your hands. I
cannot walk. You load me gentle you place me into a chair. I have dreams they are pointless.
Thank you
Is there anything more?
You wash me intimately but waist down I freeze even the soft rain talc does not touch.
That’s everything – thank you
Do you want a drink?
No
Boiled water
No thanks
You must drink
I do
You don’t smile you look the other way and I can see a crystal corner to your eye. I can see you hide yourself.
I ask for a glass of water and you turn, your shoulders tightening, say you’ll be back in a moment.
Moments string loosely. I don’t know one moment from the next. I’ve been in here for six months you tell me.
Shadows slide either side of the thick curtains nonchalantly  all light is ambient here.
These legs look ordinary enough. Something somewhere shot through the communication board and when I say
WALK they just hold still. When I say STOP HURTING they just hurt more. A frame holds the bed clothes separate.
You place the glass in my hand. I drink down a gulp or two. I see a small smile slide in your face. I gulp again.
Shall I read to you?
Please do.
Reading. You sit in the leather chair and fold open Ovid and I love it. I love the clipped way you usher in his passion.
I close my eyes I run and swim love...
I’ve been sleeping you say  there’s sweat beneath my breast and I ask for a shower. You say I’m not dirty and I say
I wish that I was. You smile. I love your smile.
I ask what you see when you look at me and you find it hard to answer. I know you find it hard because you grit your
teeth and your mouth tightens. You say that you see ME wanting to find a way out of this room and into the light or
the dark – just wanting a way out. You think I don’t eat or drink to find that way out, but I don’t. I eat little and drink
less to kill the pain. I tell you that you must know that! You look away. I see the arch of your back curve as your
breath is flung out with the words, YES I DO.
You place a small embossed book of early Wordsworth in my hands – I read a line or two a poem or two then ask
for Ondaatje. You listen for a while then slip away, a low tide’s ebb unstated but in shale and sea, you are all
colours, all. I read The Passion packed out in freezing; the comfort of hot words in ice cold moments.
Later you bring a bowl of tomatoes drizzled with mint and I eat all for your smile, for the red ripe pout before the
smile, the after pout spiced red. You kiss my head through my hair. I stroke one finger along your arm. Eyes almost
meet. The burning peripheral gaze aching for recognition.
After another skip through ablutions you walk away your hips fallen full and firm, framed by the empty space and
open door. I feel warm tomato hot, wanting, waiting to feel whole again.
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2.
I am skimming stones. They hoop through the air play leap with the river. You leap to your feet and applaud the
fifteen plus. I bow deeply. Just that moment a sun shaft lights your jaw and you ghost against the background  just
then a swallow dives and soars dives and soars  charts vital to your heart beat.
Everything is demob happy. You billow kisses across scars seen, unseen, screaming and silent. I’d spend day on
day hidden in sand hides breathing, barely breathing, burning up and closer to death. We were all always one inch
closer to death. Your kiss maps moments. Moments when his chest blew apart and my pressed hands could not still
the flow and my pressed heart could not save no matter how much love it held.
It’s okay you’ll be okay, I said softly my voice straining at the tether of control. You held my arm. You looked into my
eyes. You looked into my eyes. You never stop looking.
We buried you in the shallow where we slept. We needed four and we were three. We were three and we couldn’t
risk a satellite call.
We’re all here now. I hold your hands. I know that life ends suddenly but not forever. One day we’ll sleep in sand.
You kiss me softly stroke my face know there is everything to remember and forget.
We walk along the soft grass and sandy banks, your hand gripped quietly in mine. Midges mingle small tornadoes
and I cut through to clear. A butterfly balances on a straggling buddleia branch, bends its wings in joy of nourishment
found. You nourish me. I could not be happier. I try to fix this moment so it might last.
All moments are fluid.
3.
There’s a street lined with shops and I’m holding her hand. She carries a basket and a linen bag. I’m looking for a
lollipop and catch sight of a reflection – he stands in desert fatigues and looks back at me. He turns up his right palm
and I follow but not then, not now. Some other future.
She has a large leather purse, my Nanny, my first love. The grocer loads goods into her basket and she hands him
her purse
Would the little lass like a lollipop?
Oh’ how kind  I’m, sure she would.
They look at me smiling.
No thank you. That man outside gave a gift for later.
What man sweetie? You shouldn’t take from strangers.
He’s NOT a stranger. I’ll know him, one day.
My Nanny and the grocer look at each other, shake their heads.
Sometimes the sky looks yellow and green, sometimes it is red and black. When you make love with me you are all
colours and I come and come in rainbows and clouds. Sometimes I wake and the sound sits just out of reach of my
ears. Sometimes it shouts through my head. You want me to be everything I was and, I am only everything I am.
Take me, just me, no matter the ambient light dancing with the past  no matter the ambient light sliding toward the
future.
I cannot make it less or more.
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Sunset in the Forest
by Chase Ambler
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SellOut Continued
by Anthony Lucca
And continue it they did, luckily for the artistic community. Within a few weeks, they had gone from trading
lyrics and mp3s of riffs back and forth to setting up a full band. Sure, the other guys didn’t really get the music in the
same way the duo did, but they were made to perform to the best of their ability. They might have gotten lost in the
labyrinthine conversations concerning the nuances of Ukrainian pagan metal or the peculiar characteristics of South
American goregrind, but as long as they bashed the drums loud enough and didn’t mess with the knobs on the
amps, it didn’t really matter all that much.
They started out very humbly, hastily burning some rehearsal CDRs for distribution at the local
grindcore/power violence shows (their erstwhile bassist had suggested using tapes, evidently for their aesthetic
value, but this had been shot down by the band’s masterminds, who claimed that it was too intentionally “retro”).
Word got around about this exciting new musical development, mostly due to the deeprooted scene connections of
the two major moversandshakers. A lot of people thought that it was about time that these two guys had gotten
around to recording some music, and quite a few of them expressed some incredulity at the fact that they hadn’t
been aware of each other before that fateful train ride, considering that both of them were such fixtures in the Denver
extreme metal underground.
Many driedout Sharpies and latenight trips (comparatively speaking; they close at seven) to Staples for
jewelcases later, they had finally built up enough word of mouth to start playing bigger shows. They had graduated
from smaller “community spaces” (really more like concrete holes in the wall or shadylooking rickety old attics full of
splinters and bad acoustics) to opening for fairly major bands at places that had amenities like PA’s and semi
functional bars. The main guitarist’s technical abilities had grown considerably due to the harsh discipline inflicted by
the underground, opening new avenues for more complex songwriting, which was something that he truly relished,
being an amateur classical music enthusiast as well as a brutal headbanger. The vocalist’s animalistic utterances
had gotten sicker and sicker, and his command of the most disgusting and violent subsections of the English
language had only improved with time.
Eventually, they were able to save up enough money to rent a van for a multistate tour, heading deep east
into the American Midwest. The cold, gray skies and rustbelt ambiance provided the perfect environment for the
plying of their grim trade, but by the time that ancient panel van had gasped and sputtered its way back on I70,
nearly everyone except for the two most important band members had become a casualty of the rigors of touring life.
No matter, they were dropped from the lineup and easily replaced, much as the older, cruder songs were dissected
and dismembered, their best sections reinserted into newer, better compositions as the unluckier riffs were left to rot
by the wayside.
With this grand recycling of component parts came newer, more professional demos, leading to bigger tours
(coast to coast, even), more new/old band member musicalchair buffoonery, and finally, a contract for three full
length releases signed with one of the deep underground’s most respected labels. The days blurred into weeks, and
the weeks became months, until finally, they had written and recorded their first fulllength, complete with satisfyingly
dark and disturbing cover art courtesy of the vocalist’s girlfriend.
The album certainly did a good job of lighting up the blogosphere, with the band’s uncompromising approach
generating a massive wave of loveitorhateit critical reception. The second album followed quickly on the heels of
the debut, showing marked improvement, rather than falling into the much maligned “sophomore slum” that had
hamstringed so many initially promising acts in the past. But their third album, most agreed (except for those
accustomed to only liking the first album of any given artist and then shunning the rest of their material) was their
crowning achievement, and it generated an enormous typhoon on Internet and wordofmouthbased activity (or
hype, depending on how cynical one’s view of the music scene was).
It was into this perfect storm of extramusical mayhem that a new factor entered: the closing of their three
album deal with their original label. While the guitarist had thought of renewing the contract (mostly out of loyalty to
their fanbase and their label’s fanbase), the vocalist tentatively convinced him to seek out a larger label with more
widespread distribution.
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Not only would it get them more exposure (something that mattered little to the guitarist, who had already grown
suspicious of the possibly trendbased motives a large portion of their newer fanbase), but it would also net them
more resources with which to improve their overall musical quality: higher recording budgets, endorsements leading
to equipment upgrades, etc. Against his better moral judgment, the guitarist agreed. After all, his vocalist still held the
same values, as far as he knew…
With this major label signing came bigger, international tours. They weren’t quite at the level of having their
own bus or seeing their CDs in Best Buy or anything, but they had certainly expanded dramatically beyond the
insular Denver underground metal scene. They got little sidebar interviews in the bigger music magazines, classy
reissues of their hardtofind back catalogue, even a brief featurette on NPR. For all intents and purposes, they had
made it as a band.
But with this dramatic advancement beyond the friendly trainride based brainstorming session came
deleterious sideeffects, at least as far as the guitarist was concerned. The onceunimportant and docile band
members had begun to act more boldly in the increasingly hostile rehearsal sessions, demanding that their
substandard ideas be accepted into the main compositional canon. Worst of all, the vocalist started to back them up,
allowing these inferior concepts to infect the main composer’s meticulously written opuses. The band had begun to
suffer from an excess of democracy, something that had claimed the creative lives of many past musical acts.
Thus did the guitarist find himself slowly being ousted from the movement that he himself had engendered.
Rather than allow the band to be fractured by a series of VH1ready tantrums and other such shameful acts of
extramusical nonsense, he quietly withdrew from the position of main songwriter. He ended up leaving the band (not
acrimoniously, mind you) shortly before the recording of their major label debut.
He kept up contact with the band members for a few years, but they all gradually drifted away until only the
vocalist occasionally exchanged emails with him. Eventually, even this ceased outside of some perfunctory greetings
every few years or so. The former guitarist did some onemanband recordings with a drum machine that were
enjoyed by the few that still cared, but he had all but disappeared from the scene by the time the present day journey
to the decadent back alleys of the Czech Republic had rolled around.
His eyes snapped open from his halfasleep reverie, as an almost palpable sense of purpose flooded his
mind. Reliving the events that had brought him here had not been as painful as he had assumed it was going to be;
instead, he only felt a powerful emptiness. Out of that soulcrushing nihilism emerged a renewed resolve: he had a
mission, and now he remembered why he had to do the deed.
Since that first major label release, his former band had fallen far from its former glory. Once a vital and
hungry new force within underground metal, they had since deteriorated into a bloated cult based solely around
name recognition and halfremembered glimpses of youthful energy. The revolving door lineup maelstrom continued
to swirl around the vocalist (the sole remaining original member), until the band had at last degenerated into a
melting pot of ephemeral session musicians. People still showed up at their shows in droves, either to experience
some numbingly pleasant background music whilst twiddling their thumbs, waiting for the headlining act to get their
lazy carcasses out of the comfortable tour bus (the younger ones) or hoping against hope that they might play a few
songs off of their first three albums with some semblance of the conviction that had so defined the band in their
salad days (the older ones). It was truly a sorry state of affairs.
That was what had brought the former guitarist out of his selfimposed exile. That was what had spurred him
towards the massive undertaking of carefully constructing an alias for the plane ticket and a believable alibi. That
was why he had wormed his way into the seedy recesses of the drug culture in order to set up a hashselling deal
with his oblivious former friend (the vocalist’s weakness had always been botanical). That was why he now zipped
up the backside of his black leather gloves and nervously fingered the tanned scabbard of the bowie knife hidden
inside his jacket.
He turned the corner and ducked into the agreedupon meeting place. He had told his former vocalist to
come alone, and being the obedient corporate sheep that he had become, the fool was standing right there, tucked
back into the shadows. The guitarist pulled his hood down farther over his brow, doing his best to conceal his eyes
and hair.
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“You got the stuff?” grumbled the vocalist, slowly, cautiously walking towards him. The guitarist caught a
glimpse of fashionable tribal tattoos and faux dreadlocks in the moonlight. How the mighty had fallen. Every muscle
in his body tensed, awaiting the sweet release that his music had so long promised him.
There was not much ceremony in the action. He calmly but briskly walked forward, quickly spun and slipped
behind his surprised victim, tightly wrapped his right arm around the poor wretch’s torso, and with the left, opened a
gaping wound in the bastard’s throat, the knife sliding across the skin with surprising ease.
He had expected this to be a lot more transcendental than it actually was. When he pulled back his hood to
reveal his face to the dying victim, he was confronted not with a look of shock, horror, recognition, or even
acceptance, but instead a gradual deadening of the eyes beneath the pulsing sanguine fountain. The fallen vocalist
was most likely under the influence before the meeting had even taken place.
He watched the life gently fade out of the eyes as blood ran through the cracks in the cobblestones. This
was not what he had expected. He had been hoping for a divine (or rather, demonic) revelation of some sort, akin to
the metamusical meshing of halfheard lyrics, dialogue snippets sampled from horror movies, and vicious stew of
punk, thrash, death, and grind that had characterized the sound of bands like Impetigo or Blood. Instead, he was
confronted with something like the poorly tackedon sample at the beginning of a Mortician track: you waited through
it to get to the blissful oblivion of chromatic chug riffs and tremolo blasting, all the while cursing the band’s over
fondness for cheesy ‘70s drivein horror fare and general lack of consideration for the listener’s patience.
He hoped that he wouldn’t have to wait long, as he silently slipped back into the cold night wind, leaving
behind the mess of human detritus. He had to disappear quickly, for if he was caught now, the whole thing would be
ruined. Not to worry, though; he had planned his escape as meticulously as his arrival.
Behind his waxen death mask of a face appeared a small, selfsatisfied smile. He thought of the band
Massacra, a littleknown early ‘90s death/thrash combo from France. They had recorded one great thrash album and
two amazing death metal albums before being absorbed by the groovebased trend of the mid ‘90s. They ended up
putting out two subpar alternative rock albums before their guitarist and principal songwriter Fred “Death” Duval
tragically succumbed to cancer in 1996. Did anyone care about those two endofcareer flops nowadays? No! They
were to busy thrashing out to Enjoy the Violence and Signs of the Decline. Øystein Aarseth, prime mover behind the
original incarnation of Mayhem and principal forefather of the Norwegian black metal movement, murdered by his
bassist and close confidant… did anyone ever mention his illadvised joke metal/punk sideproject Checker Patrol, a
puerile ‘80s collaboration with German speed metallers Assassin? No! They remembered him as the selfstyled
Prince of Darkness and general Renaissance man behind one of the most respected and widely influential metal
bands of all time. No one cared about that terrible final album from Obtained Enslavement. No one slagged off Black
Sabbath for that unlistenable onesong collaboration with IceT. No one dared to suggest that the deceased EasyE’s
association with the disgraced Ice Cube (now known for such masterpieces as Are We There Yet? and the execrable
Barbershop series) somehow lessened the importance of his contributions to hiphop’s legacy. No one remembered
the Rolling Stones’ disco album!
That was the most important thing. Even if the song’s intro had not been the divine metamusical revelation
that he had hoped for, the music to follow in the years to come surely would be something worth experiencing. As the
press explosion around the actual death subsided, all that would remain was the great art that had been composed
so many years ago. He hadn’t done it for any reason so petty as revenge for stealing his band, or out of jealously. It
was not an act of hate; it was a labor of love. He had done it as a favor for an old friend, and that friend’s legacy. He
did it for that young man squeezing through the broken doors of that train, complaining about that canceled
Inquisition show, all those years ago…
“Dude, what’s wrong?” asks the soontobe vocalist, displaying a reasonably genuine look of concern that
didn’t jibe with the rest of his outlandish getup at all.
“Huh?” The guitarist snaps back to reality. “Sorry, my mind wanders sometimes.”
“Yeah, I know how that is. Hey make sure you bring over some New Belgium for after the jam session
tomorrow. I don’t turn twentyone till a month from now, but I can spot you the cash.”
“For sure, bro. Don’t worry about it.” The guitarist’s reverie has fully dissolved to nonchalance.
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“This band is going to be awesome, man. I can just feel it.” The vocalist gets up to leave. The guitarist
watches him intently as he walks out into the pouring rain, a friendly nod of the head his final parting comment.
“I certainly hope so…”
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